NICOLAS VON RITTER-ZAHONY - LIST OF WORKS
5 préludes pour l’au delà (2011), for guitar (10’)
Dédié à Christophe von Ritter
Le sens de la vie (2011), for clarinet, cello and piano (15’)
thinking of Terry Gilliam
Sonate (2012), for solo cello (10’)
dedicated Elsa Dorbath
Duo mécanique (2012), for double bass and cello (5’)
Tribute to Jean Tinguely
Océans (2012), for violin and string orchestra (14’)
written for Alexander Gritsayenko
Bird Fight (2012), for flute, clarinet and oboe (6’)
Reflets/Rebonds (2013), for piano,trumpet and chamber orchestra (12’)
dedicated to Gilles Grimaître
Apoptosis (2013) for oboe, bass clarinet, french horn, trombone, harp, vibraphone, viola and cello (10’)
written for the Lemanic Modern Ensemble
Necrosis (2013), for flute, english horn, tenor saxophone, cello et electric guitar (6’)
Consensus : Failed (2014), for flute, Eb clarinet, lupophon, kontraforte, harp, piano, violin and cello (8’)
written for ensemble Proton
Voyage en train (2014), pedagogical piece for kid’s orchestra of any size and instruments (5 to 15’)
Tribute to Steve Reich
Une nuit sans lune (2014), for amateur mixed choir (3’)
written for the Granges-Marnand and Brenles-Chesalles-Sarzens choir
Original soundtrack for the movie : They chased me through Arizona (2014) directed by Matthias Huser
Official selection at Locarno Film Festival
Oxyctocin (2014), scene for a soprano/dancer and tape (20’)
Written for the 3art3 company
Light and Fog (2014), for string trio (11’)
Written for Ensemble Recherche
Anshar (2015), for piano solo (50’)
dedicated to Gilles Grimaître
La marche de l’empereur (2015), pedagogical piece for kid’s orchestra of any size and instruments and
electronics (5 à 15’)
In Slumber (2015), mico-ballet after H.P. Lovecraft’s Fungi for Yuggoth, for flute, oboe, soprano saxophone,
accordeon, double bass, electronics and a dancer. (18’)
Commissioned by the Pre-arte Soloists
Souvenirs de Saturne (2015), for flute, piccolo oboe, clarinet, piano, violin and cello(4’)
written for ensemble Proton

